INTRODUCING OUR 2015 SENSOR AND VALVE PRODUCTS
LOOKING FOR THE MOST SENSIBLE TPMS SOLUTION?

It starts with sens.it sensors.

Finding the perfect TPMS replacement solution doesn’t have to take long: It’s the brand that gives you the most coverage with the least inventory.

The Replacement Sensors That Make the Most Sense

Pre-programmed sensors may seem handy, but look at how many you need to stock! With sens.it programmables, just two blank sensors cover up to 97% of your needs. That’s up to 10% more vehicles than other programmable brands.*

- Just-in-time programming reduces inventory
- All updates are in software, so sensors never grow obsolete
- Activated in seconds with all major TPMS tools

High-Value Valves

Unlike other brands, sens.it gives you both a patented ball-joint clamp-in that adjusts to fit most rims, and a Quik-Clip™ rubber snap-in. That’s one reason sens.it matches more vehicles than any other brand.

- Anodized aluminum-alloy clamp-in features industry-leading corrosion protection
- Clamp-in adjusts 12° to 40° to fit more rims
- Quik-Clip™ rubber snap-in is easier to install

Now It’s Even Easier to Get With the Program

For an affordable entry-level programming solution, you can’t beat sens.it’s easy-to-use Programming Pad. It works online with your own computer, and automatically updates vehicle coverage protocols to keep you current.

- Simple, cost-efficient programming solution
- Free automatic software updates
- Intuitive online interface makes programming easy

Part No. 590922

And for the Perfect Match . . .

In addition to our standard valve stem, we also offer our clamp-ins in black, titanium grey, and chrome—for an even better match.

*Actual coverage may change over time. See manufacturers’ data for comparisons.
Meet Our Supporting Team

With a car in the bay and a question in your mind, you don’t have time to wait. You need the right answer—now! That’s why we’re committed to providing you the best tech support in the industry: Actual trained technicians you can trust for quick, comprehensive support—available in real-time!

Just call 1-855-5-SENSIT, and get all the help you need.

sens.it® TPMS Toolkit

This toolkit includes all the mechanical tools you need, to quickly and easily install sens.it® sensors and valves.

☑ Calibrated torque driver for hex nut and M5 screw, preset to 3.3 Nm
☑ Clamp-in valve tool
☑ 11 mm & 12 mm drive sockets, Torx 15 & 20 bits

Part No. 232425

sens.it® TPMS Master Toolkit

This toolkit makes it fast and easy to provide the proper torque for any current TPMS installation, ensuring the ideal valve seal.

☑ Makes torque adjustments easy
☑ One-handed operation
☑ Features quick-change bits

Part No. 232426

Included Items:

- Calibrated Torque Driver 4.0–8.8 Nm
- Calibrated Torque Driver preset to 3.3 Nm
- Torque Indicator Torx 10, preset to 1.4 Nm
- Clamp-In Valve Tool

- Torx Bit, Size 15
- Torx Bit, Size 20
- 11 mm Drive Socket
- 12 mm Drive Socket
- ¼-inch Adapter

† To program sens.it® sensors, tools may require SD card and software update to minimum compatible levels. (Ask tool manufacturer for details.) All product names, logos, trademarks, and registered trademarks are the property of their respective owners.

sens.it®-Compatible TPMS Tools

Sens.it® sensors can be programmed with these leading TPMS tools:

- ATEQ® VT56
- ATEQ® VT55
- Bartec® Tech500 (NAPA BK 921543)
- Bartec® 400SD (NAPA BK 921538)
- Bartec® WRT400P
- Snap-on® TPMS3
- NAPA Echlin® 92-1531
- TechSmart® T55001
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SELECTED PRODUCTS FROM ALLIGATOR

The products on this page represent only a handful of the 4,000 exceptional part numbers we produce each year—and the billion-plus now on the road. We invite you to find out more about the Genuine German Quality built into every part.

Respected For Generations

For decades you’ve known EHA as a premium valve brand from Germany. In a safety-critical environment where failure is not an option, the world’s largest tire manufacturers and users have trusted this name for generations. We are proud to have EHA as a respected ALLIGATOR brand.

ALLIGATOR CVV: Specially Made for Delivery Vehicles, Campers and RVs

Want the pressure capacity of a metal valve and the easy mounting of a rubber snap-in? The CVV has you covered.

- Pressure rated up to 102 psi (burst pressure 218 psi).
- Temperature range -40° to 212°F.
- Simple to insert and remove without special tools.
- No rim damage during disassembly.

40 mm #530020
47 mm #530030
60 mm #530040

V2B Double-Seal Inflate-Thru Valve Cap

Seals like a high-pressure cap, yet offers the convenience of an inflate-through extension. Proven in billions of miles of service by North America’s largest trucking companies, the original “Gator Cap” has become the industry standard for commercial truck tire service.

- The time- and money-saving alternative to common valve caps.
- Gauge and inflate directly, without removing or replacing V2B cap.
- Reduces pressure-check time by 65%.

Part No. 330709

ALLIGATOR TPMS Service Kits

All TPMS manufacturers agree that to ensure safety, it’s essential to service the TPMS valve assembly whenever a tire is removed. There is no better guarantee of safety than the Genuine German Quality of ALLIGATOR TPMS service kits.

- OEM-quality kits include valve cap, valve core, hex nut and grommet.
- Complete inventory available by vehicle make, model, and year.
- A win-win for your customers’ safety and your own bottom line.

Genuine Gator Valve-Stem Puller

Built Gator-tough by ALLIGATOR. Don’t confuse with cheap imitations from China.

- High-performance plastic won’t bend or break.
- Installs valves without scratching the rim.
- Operates easily with one hand.

Part No. 231900

WHO IS ALLIGATOR?

For more than 90 years, ALLIGATOR has been providing tire valves and related products from Germany. Today we are the world’s #1 supplier of OE tire valves.

In this safety-critical industry, we don’t take our responsibilities lightly. We design, manufacture, and test every product as though people’s lives depended on it. Because in truth, they do.

This culture of concerned craftsmanship is embedded in our heritage. It’s in every part we make, from our ALLIGATOR brand to EHA to sens.it.

So whenever you buy a product from the ALLIGATOR family, you can be sure it will last longer, perform better, and give you all the satisfaction you deserve.

You have our word on it.